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Abstract

avoid being middlebox-adverse yet still not be middleboxfriendly: many protocols fail in the presence of middleboxes by defaulting to basic TCP, allowing communication to continue but without the benefits of the new
protocol extension. Given the widespread deployment of
middleboxes, a protocol which is not middlebox-friendly
(even if it is not middlebox-adverse) may expect only
limited applicability.
One design approach for middlebox-friendly protocols
is to make a thorough study of which fields are commonly
modified in the target deployment environment, and then
to simply “design around” these fields. For example, if
hardware in the target deployment environment strips
IP options, but leaves TCP options intact, a protocol designer might choose to place protocol-specific bits in the
TCP header rather than the IP header. This approach is a
headache for protocol designers, who must carefully evaluate where and how changes may occur in order to decide
where to wedge in new control data for the extension.
In this paper, we propose a dual channel approach to
protocol design with the goal of achieiving middleboxfriendliness in a general fashion. Protocols designed with
a dual channel approach send data using existing, unmodified protocols – TCP or UDP over IP, with no special bits
set and no new data wedged in to the protocol. Instead,
all control traffic or additional data for the new protocol
is transmitted within the payload over a secondary UDP
channel. Because the protocol extension essentially operates at the application layer, middleboxes that interfere
with any or all header fields will still leave the control
data in the secondary channel intact. While this approach
cannot encapsulate every possible protocol extension, we
believe it is general enough to aid many types of extensions.
To illustrate the dual channel approach, we present an
extension to TCP, 2CFEC, which augments TCP with
Forward Error Correction for improved recovery from
packet loss. Despite the overhead of the secondary channel, 2CFEC improves typical flow completion times by
almost 2.5×. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe our case study, forward error
correction for TCP. In §3, we describe our approach, paying attention to the design choices we make to preserve
middlebox-friendliness. Finally, in §4, we discuss lessons
learned from our design and other protocol extensions
which might benefit from the dual-channel approach.

To improve security and performance, middleboxes (such
as firewalls or proxies) may inspect and transform packet
contents, delete and inject packets to active flows, and
may even reset or terminate entire connections. However,
for novel protocols which may not conform to common
flow behaviors, middleboxes can interfere with or even
block outright the use of these new protocols.
In this paper, we present a dual-channel design approach as a way for new protocols to achieve middleboxfriendliness. Under the dual-channel approach, data traffic is sent over a traditional TCP/UDP channel, and additional functionality is accommodated within the payload
of a secondary channel. As a case study, we present our
prototype implementation of Forward Error Correction
for TCP which improves flow completion times by almost 2.5× under 2% loss, despite the overhead of the
secondary channel.
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Introduction

Middleboxes – such as firewalls, caches, and WAN optimizers – are recognized as a primary challenge to the design of new protocols, especially to new proposals which
extend classic protocols, i.e., IP, TCP, and UDP [5, 9]. A
middlebox may change packet contents (e.g., rewriting
sequence numbers or source/destination IP addresses),
remove packet contents (e.g., stripping out IP options),
drop packets (e.g., filtering traffic to or from a particular port), or even inject new packets (e.g., injecting TCP
RSTs to terminate a connection). These manipulations
can interfere with protocol extensions which rely on the
contents of the modified fields. As middleboxes become
more and more common, these impediments to protocol
deployments impact more and more users. Indeed, middleboxes are now common in enterprise, home, broadband,
and cellular networks [4, 15, 17].
Consequently, a key goal in modern protocol design
is middlebox-friendliness: that the protocol continue to
operate correctly and fully even in the presence of middleboxes. Nevertheless, given the challenge of achieving
middlebox-friendliness, many protocol designers have
aimed for the more limited goal of avoiding designing
protocols which are middlebox-adverse. A protocol which
is middlebox-adverse hinders communication by performing incorrect behavior (delivering incorrect or out of order bytes) or failing to transmit at all. A protocol may
1
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Fig. 1: Flow completion time in controlled experiments (10Gbps
BW/100ms RTT) with random loss. Boxplots show 1-5-50-9599 percentiles.
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Fig. 2: Page load times for Alexa Top-200 Web sites, on the
same emulated link.

scenario. These results confirm that Web browsing can
greatly benefit from FEC in the presence of any packet
loss.
We are not the first to propose augmenting FEC to
TCP [3, 6]. A common thread among existing designs is
to introduce new TCP options and divert existing TCP
fields into different usages. This approach has advantages
in terms of efficiency and simplicity but can lead to incompatibility with middleboxes. For example, the FEC
scheme proposed by Flach et al. [6] carries the encoded
redundancy data in-band, along with special TCP options
set. This implementation has two potential issues with
TCP-understanding middleboxes: i) they can strip out
unknown TCP options or even block the entire flow [9];
ii) since the original data and redundancy data share the
same TCP sequence number, middleboxes may mistake
this behavior as a subterfuge attack [12]. As we’ll discuss
below, the two-channel approach avoids the above challenges with middlebox-friendliness by placing control and
redundancy information in a secondary channel, while
achieving the same goals as the traditional single-channel
approach.

Case Study: FEC

The vast majority of TCP flows are small, and in the
absence of loss, they complete in a few round-trips. However, they are also much more severely penalized by
packet loss than long flows. Because they have so few
packets, loss may not trigger TCP ‘fast retransmit’, but instead leave the connection stalled until a timeout triggers
retransmission, which can be often orders of magnitude
higher than the actual RTT [6]. The short flow problem
can especially hinder web users, as most HTTP connections carry small objects [2, 6]. Even worse, Web requests
involve many interdependent flows, leading to a straggler
problem when any single one of the flows suffers a loss.
In order to avoid the timeout + RTT penalty from TCP
retransmissions, some have proposed adding forward error correction (FEC) to TCP to recover from packet loss
more quickly [3, 6]. FEC is a technique for reliable data
transmission over a lossy/noisy channel. Under FEC with
systematic coding, a sender transmits redundant encoded
data along with the original data; when the bit stream has
gaps, this redundant data allows the receiver to reconstruct
the missing data immediately.
An overly-idealized FEC scheme might be able
to recover from all loss. In Figure 1, we show microbenchmarks of flow completion times over a 10 Gbps
BW/100 ms RTT link when loss is introduced randomly
with 5% of packets lost, 2% of packets lost, or, the ideal
case, when either no packets are lost or an FEC scheme
allows for recovery from all lost packets. With no loss,
we see that flow completion times have very low variance
and complete entirely in under 0.5s at all the shown flow
sizes; loss leads to high variance in FCTs and overall, 35× worse performance. In Figure 2, we see the potential
benefits in web page load times from an ideal FEC implementation. The figure shows a CDF of page load times
for the Alexa top-200 sites, once again with the same link
configuration. We see that performance penalties are primarily in the median page load times: at 3% loss median
pages take 2× more time than in the optimal (0% loss)
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FEC in a Dual-Channel Design

In this section, we describe our dual-channel implementation of Forward Error Correction for TCP. We start by
describing our protocol, 2CFEC, in detail in §3.1. In §3.2,
We then discuss deployability of 2CFEC, relying on measurement studies of middlebox behaviours in the wild.
Finally, in §3.3, we compare flow completion times with
2CFEC against the ideal FEC implementation from §2.
3.1

Protocol Design

We now present the key aspects of 2CFEC which enable middlebox-friendliness.1 Using the dual channel approach, 2CFEC is robust to modification of several header
fields at a time.
We refer to the two channels as the data channel (primary) and the FEC channel (secondary). The data channel
1 A full design description will be available in a forthcoming technical

report.
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operates over standard TCP and requires no additional
explanation. The FEC channel runs in parallel to the data
channel over a UDP connection. There are three main
phases in FEC channel operation: channel establishment,
connection association, and redundancy transmission. All
three phases are illustrated in Figure 3.
Channel Establishment. The first stage is “channel establishment” – setting up the parallel UDP connection
itself and agreeing on a mutually understood redundancy
protocol. In Figure 4, we illustrate the packet formats for
traffic sent over the FEC channel. The lower packet format is for “control packets”. The client initiates2 channel
establishment by sending a control packet with the W flag
enabled. The client also appends the relevant options for
the W flag: r, an integer representing the redundancy factor for the connection; k, the maximum number of packets
to include in a single redundancy packet; and finally a
list of known redundancy schemes (such as XOR, ReedSolomon [14], or Tornado Codes [8]). The server then
replies with a W packet, agreeing to the proposed r and
k values, but supplying only one FEC scheme: a scheme
which both the client and server support which will be
used for future redundancy packets.
Connection Association. The second stage is “connection association.” Since the client and server may have
several active connections between them at once, any redundancy packets sent must be associated with one of
the connections between client and server. Either client
or server may initiate connection association as soon as
a SYN packet has been transmitted and received for the
primary data connection. To initiate connection association, an end host transmits a control packet with the C
— “Connection Association” flag set. In the fields for a
Connection Association request, the sender includes five
values which should uniquely identify the data channel
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Fig. 4: Packet formats in FEC channel.

the sender wishes to enable FEC for. These fields are the
IPID value for the first packet in the data channel, the first
window size announced in the data channel, the source
and destination ports from the data channel, and the initial
sequence number from the data channel. The sender also
includes a FlowID which will henceforth be included in
all redundancy packets for data from the specified channel.
Under IPv4, FlowID is an arbitrary 32-bit value randomly
generated by the sender; under IPv6 it is the FlowID value
from the data channel.
In the simplest case – where there are no middleboxes
present and the client and server have only one connection between them – connection association is merely a
quick step to establish a FlowID. When there are multiple
data connections present between the server and client,
the receiver uses the appended options data to determine
to which connection the new FlowID should apply. Although traditionally the traditional flow identifier is the
classic ‘five-tuple’ (protocol, Src/Dest IP, and Src/Dest
port), we choose to use the initial IPID value as our primary identifier since it is the field least often modified by
middleboxes: in a recent study IPID was been observed to
be modified by middleboxes in than 1% of paths [1]. For
the rare cases where IPID fails to identify a connection,
we also include the initial window size, the full tuple,
and the initial sequence number – any of which may be
modified, but are unlikely to all be modified at once.
Redundancy Transmission. After Connection Association, either sender (or both) may begin sending FEC
redundancy packets. Redundancy packets are sent after
every k packets (for k negotiated in the Channel Establishment phase), or pre-emptively after 10ms of idleness (if

2 A server could just as easily initiate channel establishment. However, as clients are often behind NATs, channel establishment is more
likely to be successful when initiated by the client. In P2P scenarios, one
could extend channel establishment to make use of hole-punching and
port-mapping protocols [16, 18]; as these techniques are well-known,
they are not relevant to the contribution of this work.
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of middlebox with which they are most commonly associated. If known, we present the observed probability of
this behavior in the wild.
Both protocols are friendly under typical NAT behaviors. It is theoretically possible that a NAT might rewrite
the source address of the data channel and the FEC channel to different addresses, but that has not been typically
observed in practice.4 . Under these conditions, 2CFEC
would fail back to basic TCP for security reasons.
Neither protocol is friendly when a middlebox changes
payload contents, such as via any proxying behavior, or
when protocol acceleration injects new packets. This behavior is a fundamental incompatibility with FEC, as
packet payload contents at source and receiver no longer
match. We note that while the Flach design as presented
is technically adverse as presented in the paper – it would
result in incorrect data being delivered to the receiver
– the design could easily be extended to include packet
hashes (as 2CFEC does) to safeguard against incorrect
data being delivered.
Firewall/IPS behaviors are the most varied. 2CFEC
is incompatible when (a) IPID is rewritten (and there
are two or more connections to the server, and the basic
five-tuple, window size, and initial sequence number are
rewritten simultaneously — ≤0.025% of cases), or (b)
when access to unknown ports is restricted — 5.9% of
cases. One could extend the protocol to transmit the FEC
channel over HTTP (port 80) [13], which is less frequently
restricted: only 3.6% of the time [10]. The Flach design
is incompatible when TCP Options are rewritten (4-14%
of cases, most often when the data channel is over port
80) or when the firewall does not allow duplicate, nonmatching packets with the same sequence number (1-13%
of the time, once again with more interference over port
80 connections).
Overall, both protocols succeed when faced with NAT,
neither succeeds when faced with proxying or protocol
acceleration, and 2CFEC is more often successful when
faced with firewalls, but both protocols success is dependent on the particular configuration of the Firewall/IPS.
Before moving on, we note one further class of middlebox which is not common in end-user networks, but
data centers: load balancers. If a load balancer is configured to direct traffic from a single client over multiple
servers (rather than ‘pinning’ individual clients to servers),
this too will break 2CFEC. However, as data centers are
typically under a single administrative domain, it seems
unlikely that an administrator choosing to deploy 2CFEC
on their servers would leave their firewalls configured

Table 1: Protocol compatibililty with common middlebox behaviors. ‘Probability’ indicates observed fraction of end hosts
behind middleboxes with named behavior. For each protocol,
‘F’ indicates ‘Friendly’, ‘I’ indicates ‘Incompatible’ (but not adverse - the protocol fails over to standard TCP), and ‘A’ indicates
adverse (the connection is unable to proceed).

there remain no more packets in the transmission buffer).
The receiver checks the stored k packets against the checksums listed in the redundancy packet to protect against
payload-modifying middleboxes (such as proxies) — if
the receiver attempted to regenerate a dropped packet
using proxy-manipulated packets, it might generate invalid data. If a packet is missing and k stored packets are
valid, the receiver uses this information to recover the lost
packet(s).
The receiver sends a P (‘Plug’) packet whenever a redundancy packet is used for loss recovery: the Plug packet
contains a list of which packets were recovered so that the
sender may re-transmit these lost packets. The sender retransmits the lost packets, despite the fact that they have
already been recovered, in order to ensure that any intermediary middleboxes keeping session state can note the
transmission of that sequence number.3 Every estimated
RTT, the sender re-sends Plug packets with a list of all
‘gap’ packets until there are no remaining gaps. Redundancy transmission phase continues until the connection
terminates, at which point FEC is done.
3.2

Deployability

Having described some key design choices in our protocol, we now evaluate the deployability of 2CFEC using
data from Honda et al. [9] and Kreibich et al. [10] on
common edge-network middlebox behaviors in the wild.
We present our analysis of our 2CFEC (column ’2’), in
comparison to the single-channel FEC implementation by
Flach et al. (column ’Fl.’) [6], in Table 1. The table shows
common protocol manipulations broken down by the type
3 This

4 The only evidence for this type of mapping found inconsistent
IP addresses between connections for <1% of clients over the course
of multiple experiments, but the authors were unable to distinguish
whether these inconsistent IP addresses were from a NAT with multiple
IP addresses or if it was due to user mobility. [10]

technique is also proposed by Flach et al. [6]
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so as to be incompatible. This contrasts to the end-user
network scenario, where administration for end hosts and
network middleboxes is managed by separate parties and
thus the trouble of incompatibility.
3.3
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We built a prototype of 2CFEC to test its expected improvements in FCT (§2). Both sender and receiver use
netfilter queue to manipulate the packet stream.
netfilter queue (combined with iptables) captures
packets upon arrival and enqueues them for inspection;
from there the developer can use netfilter queue
to drop, inject, or modify packets before releasing them
back to the protocol stack and up to the transport layer.
Our code stores copies of the last k packets and uses
these packets, in combination with redundancy packets,
to re-inject missing packets and pass them up to the TCP
layer. Missing packets are passed up with an ECN flag set,
in order not to interfere with TCP’s congestion control.
Redundancy packets are dropped once no longer useful.
Figure 5 shows an architecture diagram of our prototype.
Our current scheme encodes redundancy into the channel
using Reed-Solomon codes.
Our primary goal in building our prototype was to see
whether a two-channel FEC design could provide comparable performance to an idealized FEC implementation
that recovers all lost packets; as in §2 we quantify gains
from FEC both in terms of flow completion times.
We evaluate 2CFEC with microbenchmarks: the impact
of 2CFEC on individual flow completion times, shown in
Figures 6(a) and (b). For smaller flow sizes, flow completion times using 2CFEC are very close to the ideal at both
1 and 3% loss. For larger flow sizes (50-100KB), performance significantly improves over the baseline TCP, but
fails to quite reach ideal performance in call cases. This
results from the fact that in longer flows, the probability
of multiple loss events coinciding – resulting in an unrecoverable loss – increases in probability. Overall, these
results indicate that 2CFEC provides substantial gains –
often near optimal – despite the potential overheads of
the two-channel approach.

Fig. 6: 2CFEC FCTs compared with baseline TCP and with
ideal performance. Testbed used 10Gbps BW/100ms RTT links;
boxplots show 1-5-50-95-99 percentiles.
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Discussion

As we have shown, our dual-channel FEC approach can
effectively work around many deployability issues imposed by middleboxes while still providing strong improvements in FCT compared to TCP. We now conclude
with a discussion of 2CFEC and the dual-channel approach.
Does 2CFEC incur bandwidth overhead?
Like all FEC schemes, 2CFEC introduces some bandwidth overhead. 2CFEC’s overhead comes from both the
FEC encoding itself (which all designs will introduce),
as well as additional control overhead such as the connection association and plug packets (due to the twochannel approach and our design specifically). Nonetheless, 2CFEC’s overhead is reasonable; assuming a 10 KB
flow, the bandwidth overhead over the single-channel approach is only around 2%.
Does the dual-channel approach introduce design or
implementation complexity?
Using two separate channels for a single flow implies that
we need to be able to correlate the secondary channel with
the primary channel. As we discussed, the IPID field is
today a reliable identifier, but may not remain so for the
future. For this reason, we include additional data which
may be aesthetically ‘bulky’, but is necessary to ensure
channel association succeeds whenever possible.
In terms of implementation complexity, the dualchannel approach when combined with FEC was fairly
clean. As the primary channel retains its original func5

tionality, the implementation of secondary channel can
be completely decoupled to the primary one. In our implementation, 2CFEC did not require any modifications
to the original TCP sender/receiver code. As compared
to the single-channel approach, our 2CFEC implementation can be readily applicable to any TCP variants, or
even UDP-based applications. This may not be the case
for all dual-channel designs, but in our case, the decoupled design made implementation easier rather than more
difficult.

specific data over the secondary channel. We are currently
exploring designs for SACK (where selective ACK values
are sent over the secondary channel rather than the TCP
header), and a multipath TCP design.
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Is the dual-channel approach completely middleboxfriendly?
No. In our analysis in 3.2 we show that there remain a
few situations (inconsistent load balancers, proxies, and
complete port rewriting) where 2CFEC must fail back to
normal TCP. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
situations where 2CFEC is middlebox-adverse.
We note that “terminal” proxies (those which masquerade as a connection endpoint to client and server) present
both a challenge and an opportunity to the deployment of
new protocols in general. A proxy which does not support
a new protocol effectively blocks use of a new protocol,
but a proxy which does support a new protocol can enable
its use for one endpoint even when the other endpoint
does not support it. For example, a network administrator
whose end hosts support 2CFEC may choose to deploy
a proxy which supports 2CFEC in order to provide loss
recovery for packets which are lost at the edge.
More commonly though, middleboxes remain a challenge using all known design approaches. While the dualchannel approach may be effective today, nothing prevents
future middleboxes from introducing new changes with
new negative consequences for protocol design. We still
believe that it is important to continue discussion of how
to design for today’s deployment scenarios. However, it is
likely that the only path to return to the originial flexibility of the Internet may be to improve design processes to
include protocol designers in the decision making within
middlebox design and network administration.
Can we apply the dual-channel design approach to
other extensions?
By the definition of the dual-channel approach, the primary channel must retain its TCP byte-stream semantics.
Extensions that require modifications to the original data,
such as compression of the TCP payload, cannot benefit
from the dual-channel approach.
However, we expect that many TCP extensions can
be implemented in a more middlebox-friendly way with
the dual-channel approach. Flows which simply need to
attach more control data can follow the same blueprint
as our FEC design: establishing a secondary channel,
performing connection association using the same identifying bits as our design, and then transmitting protocol6

